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‘Hwn ntry, iwaw nHHHwn ntry, iwaw nHH’: Some ‘Astronomical’ Hieroglyphs 
and their Cosmographic and Calligraphic Significance

                 Amanda–Alice Maravelia

In the course of time the ancient Egyptian 
Hieroglyphic Writing was substantially trans for-
med, as is the case for every other scripture, due 
to various socio–cultural and linguistic reasons. 
Even tually new signs came into use or were 
devised, based on more ancient archetypes, whose 
very con ception was an outcome of the imme-
diate ambience of the Egyptians. Some of them 
fea ture a clear cosmovisional meaning and their 
symbo lism is related to either astro nomical or cos-
mo graphic notions. As each hieroglyph (phono-
grams, but mainly semo grams and taxo grams) 
was the carrier of some appropriate semantics, 
similar was also the ca se for these ‘cos mo vi sio-
nal’ hieroglyphs. In this article an attempt is 
made to study their evolution and signifi cance, 
starting from a certain group of signs (namely 
C199-C204, C296-C297 & C314) (cf. Gri-
mal et al., 1993: 1C-6; Grimal et al., 2000: 
1C-4, 1C-5, 2C-8). The example of these hiero-
glyphs [especially of that depicting Nūt with a 
scarab (xprr), perso ni fication of the newly born 
morning Sun, and/or a divine baby/youth (Hwn 
nTry) between her and the earth, car rying also a 
certain solar sym bo lism (cf. BM 552, VIII, pl. 
xxvii)], are examined and their astro no mical and 
cosmo gra phic se mantics are studied. Although 
these were signs mainly used at a later period, 
they do incorporate several notions that date 
since many centuries earlier. Some remarks on 
their æsthe tic appearance and their sub se quent 
calli graphic function are also gi ven. We con clude 

that these signs, their form and their meaning 
being always deeply interlaced, present us with 
vivid paradigms of how im por tant astro no mi cal 
and cos mo vi sional no tions (that are also discussed 
here) can be com mu nicated through the vehicle 
of rebus and sym bolic writing, although in a pre–
scientific level.

I. Introduction 
Our scope in this paper is to discuss the 

astronomical and cosmographic semantics of certain 
hierogly phic signs that depict the sky–goddess Nūt: 
namely the signs1 C199-C204, C296-C297 and C314 
are exa mi ned in their archæological, astronomical and 
also calligraphic context.2 Nūt3 was the daughter of 
goddess Tefnūt and of god Shū. Ancient Egyptians 
visualized her mainly as human in form (see Figs. 1-2), 
but she was also depi cted as a divine bovine, namely a 
heaven ly cow,4 or even as a bee wielding great power 
over the gods.5 Nūt is more frequently de picted as 
a young god dess ar ching her body over the Earth 
(re presented by the recumbent god Geb), separated 
from him by Shū. Although the Egyptian icono gra-
phi cal customs were repre senting Nūt stretching her 
body over the Earth, her arms and legs being depicted 
tightly to gether, the actual con ce ption of her is that 
both her fingers and toes touch the four cardinal 
points on the horizon, thus conceptualizing the four 
pillars of he aven6 (sxnwt nt pt 4). The mythological 
se paration7 of Nūt and Geb by Shū, allu ding to the 
appearance of more ordered cosmic structures, after 
the creation of the planetary system (cosmogony and 
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rela tive myths), is the probable source of the Hellenic 
in terpre tation8 of the painful delivery of her divine 
babies. It was probably from the Egyptian idea that 
Nūt swallowed the solar god and his en tourage, in 
order to give them birth again next dawn, the notion 

arose that Geb be came upset with his wife, for having 
eaten her children. In the ceno taph of Pharaoh Sety 
I at Abydos9 Nūt’s swallowing of celestial deities 
was likened to a sow devouring her piglets. Nūt is 
a universal goddess, the equivalent of Isis, as a post 

(Fig. 1) Depiction of Nūt on the astronomical ceiling of the tomb of Ramesses VI (KV9, c. 1151-1143 BCE). The goddess is arching her 
body for the daily (lower register) and the nightly hours (upper register), where the Books of Day and Night are also respectively shown. 

(Fig. 2) Depiction of Nūt on the astronomical ceiling in the temple of Hathor at Dendara (c. 50 BCE), together with a rectangular 
zodiac. The sky–goddess devours the Sun with her mouth every evening and gives again birth to him in the next morning from her 
uterus, in a perpetual cycle. 
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mortem mater lactans; and of Hathor in her cosmic 
hypo stasis,10 as directly related to the solar god [for 
the latter was his daughter (fi lia solis)]. She keeps the 
ma levolent chaotic forces from breaking through the 
sky and devouring the world, thus contributing to-
wards the celestial harmony and helping Ma‘at in her 
cosmic role. Her body is the fi rmament, the ce lestial 
vault, the sky and the Ga laxy.11 It divides the Cosmos, 
created in the very beginning (zp tpy) by Rē‘–Atoum 
according to his rules of universal harmony, from the 
amorphous, achromous, dark and infi nite prime val 
matter, the merging with which should be tantamount 
to non–existence and catastrophe. It also divides the 
visible from the invisible celestial hemisphere, the 
high from the low. 

How Nūt was maintaining this equilibrium was 
not examined by the Egyptians, who were always 
remaining on symbo lic and allegorical explanations 
of the cosmic essence, and who considered this as 
a divine unfathomable and incomprehensible fact, 
summed up by the epi thet mysterious/secret (StAyt) 
attributed to their sky–god dess.12 In the following we 
are going to discuss several traits of Nūt in relation to 
the hieroglyphic signs depicting her, that simply and 
clearly show her properties as the personifi cation of 
the celestial above (Hryt, pzd), as well as her connection 
to various celestial phenomena.

II. The ‘Cosmovisional’ Hieroglyphs  
C199-C204, C296-C297 & C314 in 
their  Archæological,     Astronomical 
and Calligraphic Context
We are going to study the hieroglyphic signs 

C199, C199A, C200, C201, C202, C203, C204, 
C296, C297 and C314 (see Fig. 3-7), divided in five 
convenient groups for reasons of taxonomy. Let us 
point out that these groups present some common and 
some uncommon characteristics between themselves, 

as well as between the two signs included in each, 
and are used here only for reasons of classification 
and ease. A detailed discussion of the characteristics 
of each and every one of them will be given together 
with rich commen taries on their astronomical and 
cosmovisional significance. Finally, their archæological 
con text will be also discussed, as well as some of their 
calligraphic semantics. 

1. In the first group (see Fig. 3) Nūt is depicted 
in her typical position, arching over the earth and re-
pre senting the celestial vault.13 In both of them she 
wears a long dress that follows the curves of her body 
(with un defined upper limits), a simple head–cover 
[a wig (?), better defined in the case of C199A], and 
her breasts are vi sible. In both of them she appears 
barefoot, her thighs and legs are parallel and close to 
each other, and her arms, forearms and hands (with 
thumb separated from the other four fi ngers) pointing 
down wards almost parallel to each other. While in 
the case of C199 the arms, forearms and hands are 
stretched out in an unnatural way, over the shoulders 
of the goddess, being non physically presented as 
virtual exten sions of the hinder part of her body 
(that forms an almost perfect Hellenic letter Π) and 
being vertical to the ground, in the case of C199A 
the arms, forearms and hands are extended down-
wards normally, while they form an acute angle with 
the ground, also appearing as apparently diverging 
somehow from each other, the left being shown more 

C199                        C199A

(Fig. 3) The hieroglyphic signs C199 and C199A.
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forward (possibly a projection effect?), thus form ing 
an inverted and rotated Latin letter u. In the former 
instance, the head of the goddess is looking towards 
the upper part of her thighs and genitals being parallel 
to them (as if the goddess should ob ser ve the Sun 
being daily born from her uterus), while in the latter 
instance the head is looking slightly in cli ned towards 
the ground (as if the goddess should stare the Earth 
from above, hence both her hus band Geb and the 
mortals). The hieroglyphic sign C199 is met in certain 
instances14 dating from the Pto lemaic Period. In other 
cases, it is used as a semogram and/or as a taxogram 
for the word  pt,15 or as a taxo gram for the words 

 xyt16 and  gbt.17 In other instances 
it is used as a semogram for the word m (?) 
mk.18 The hieroglyphic sign C199A is also met in 
various cases19 as a semogram for the words pt,20 gbt 21 

(see supra & n. 14) and di-mrt.22 It is to be 
noted that in this same context the readings of the 
words  pt and  Nwt are commonplaces and are 
met almost everywhere.23 Some additional instances 
are met in various texts of the temple at Edfou.24

2. In the second group (see Fig. 4) Nūt is depicted again 
in her typical position. Hieroglyph C201 is similar to 
C199A (see supra), while C202 is similar to C199 (see 
supra). What makes these two hieroglyphs to differ, 
as compared to the former group, is the presence of 
some additional hieroglyphic signs that are absent 
in the case of the former group. Hence this group is 
more composite than the former, while C202 is more 
composite than C201. In the case of C201 there is 
a hieroglyphic sign t exactly between the stretched 
body of the goddess and the ground. Although it is 
merely the phonetic complement to the writing of the 
name of the goddess, it also has a virtual metaphorical 
resemblance to the half–Moon disc (First and /or 
Last Quarter) or the half–Sun disc (Sun setting or 
rising from the horizon). In the case of C202 there 
are two additional hieroglyphic signs between the 

arched body of the goddess and the ground: a t–sign 
(X1) and an egg–sign (H8, swHt), the former being 
closer to the goddess and the latter being closer to 
the ground. Although they are simply the phonetic 
complement (X1) and the feminine taxogram or deter-
mi native (H8) for the name of the goddess (common 
during the Ptolemaic Period),25 they could also be 
con sidered as metaphors: the former as before and 
the latter as the cosmic egg,26 wherefrom the solar 
baby is being begotten daily. In this case we could 
attempt a comparison with the hieroglyphic signs  

 H34 and N136, respectively, which allude to 
this very symbolism (egg as a source of regeneration 
and the solar baby encircled by the solar disc/‘egg’ at 
the horizon). The hieroglyphic sign C201 is met in 
certain instances with the value of pt.27 Additional 
instances of C201 are met in the temple at Edfou.28 

3. The hieroglyphs of this group (see Fig. 5) are both 
similar to C199A, but they are more composite, since 
they show additional signs. In the case of C203 there 
is a considerably big scarab (L1; cf. also N131: ) 
between Nūt’s arched body and the earth, as well as 
the hieroglyphic taxogram denoting a tract of land, 
hence the ground (N21) directly below the former 
sign.29 The solar and resurrectional symbolism of 
the scarab has been discussed in many instances.30 
The whole synthesis invokes the illumination of 
the earth by the Sun (who is re–born daily and 

C201                         C202

(Fig. 4) The hieroglyphic signs C201 and C202.
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hence is eternal), and who also comes out of Nūt 
and circulates on her celestial body (see Fig. 1 & 2). 
Although purely speculative, we do point out the 
virtual resem blance of this composite hieroglyph to 
the writing of the word for (static) eternity:  Dt.31 
In this instance, the sign for the earth (N16) is also 
written at the lower level. The daily repetition of the 
Sun’s rebirth is something that happens always the 
same, in an eternal perpetuity, without interruption. 
In the case of C204 two ‘long’ hieroglyphs stand side 
by side between the goddess and the earth, occupying 
almost all the space in between. To the left, closer 
to the arms and forearms of the goddess the sign 
for the (solar) baby is depicted with right thumb in 
mouth (A17; cf. also N136). To the right, closer to 
the thighs and legs of Nūt, the sign of the solar disc 
with three long emitted rays pointing downwards to 
the ground (N8: ; cf. also the N8 group of signs, 
namely N56: , N116 : and N123: ) is shown. 
The symbolism of this composite sign alludes to the 
solar rays illuminating the earth and the humans; 
it also consists of a cosmovisional allegory for the 
daily rebirth and hence everlasting youthfulness of 
the solar baby, who is indeed the divine stripling and 
heir of eternity. This is a very important point, which 
will be discussed fur ther on in the next section of 
this article. The hieroglyphic sign C203 is found in 
several instances in the tem ple of Hathor at Dendara 

with the value of pt.32 Additionally, in other cases in 
the same temple com plex we fi nd the hieroglyphic 
sign C204 as a phonogram with the phonetic value p, 
deriving from pt.33   

4. The hieroglyphs of this group (see Fig. 6) are both 
similar to C199, but they are more composite, since 
they show additional signs. In the case of C296 a solar 
disc (N5) is depicted touching the ground (hence the 
horizon) between the forearms/palms and the legs/feet 
of the sky–goddess. The semantics may allude to the 
Sun setting at the horizon and then again rising the 
next day from the horizon (considered as the double 
gate to the Netherworld and to the sky; a symbolism 
that also alludes to the double–lion horizon god Aker/
Akr).34 Although purely conjectural, we do denote the 
virtual resemblance of this composite sign with the 
abbreviated writing of the word for (dynamic) eternity:          

nHH.35 Eternity is directly related to time and its 
eternal flow, which is also dynamic, hence it should 
be indirectly related to the measu rement of time that 
is connected to astronomical phenomena (like the 
daily apparent motion of the Sun, the perception of 
night and day, the phases of the Moon, & c.). In the 
case of C297 the hieroglyphic sign with solar disc and 
a bundle of rays (N8B: ; cf. also N7: , denoting the 
passage of time, and the other signs of the N8 group36) 
is depicted between the arched body of the goddess 
and the ground. It is to be noted that the solar disc 

C203                    C204

(Fig. 5) The hieroglyphic signs C203 and C204.

C296                    C297

(Fig. 6) The hieroglyphic signs C296 and C297.
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(depicted near the uterus of Nūt) has no characteristic 
point in its centre and that the solar beams are 
united and pointing diagonally towards her palms, 
and hence the ground. The symbo lism of this sign, 
reminding the Dendara imagery, is concerned with 
the daily (re–)birth of the solar disc that illu minates 
the earth with its rays. A characteristic passage from 
the Book of the Dead (Hymn to the Solar God Rē‘, from 
the papyrus of Any) shows the following text:37 ‘nTrw 

m Haaw, mAA.n.zn Ra m xaa.f, stwt.f Hr baH tAw’(= The 
gods are in jubilation, [when] they see Rē‘, [while] he 
appears in glory [and when] his rays inundate [all the] 
countries). This virtual luminous inundation of the 
solar rays is explicitly shown by the hie ro glyphic sign 
C297 (see Fig. 11 & 12) and consists of an archetypal 
idea of the Egyptians, according to which the Sun 
illumines everything under the sky and the sky itself. 
The hieroglyphic sign C296 is found in one instance 
in Edfou38 with the same phonetic value as pt.39 On 
the other hand, the hieroglyphic sign C297 is met in 
Dendara40 with the phonetic value mnt41 (see Fig. 11 
& 12).  

5. The last group of hieroglyphs (see Fig. 7) has some 
common but also some uncommon points in relation 
to the previous groups of signs. In any case both of 
them show anthropomorphic and zoomorphic divi-
ni ties between Nūt and the ground. In the case of 
C200 there is a certain peculiarity in the depiction 

of the arms, forearms and palms of the goddess, 
which are parallel to each other and also resemble 
the C199 pattern, but they seem to start from her 
forehead and upper part of her head, thus showing 
an un natural way of representation (cf. Fig. 2). Of 
course it is possible that the arms were unnaturally 
trans posed, in order to gain space for the depiction 
of Horus under the vaulted body of Nūt. Indeed, 
it seems as if they are hanging down to the ground, 
not starting from the shoulders as is usually the case, 
hence this sign is rather sui generis. Actually, this 
composite sign shows the falcon–headed Horus (cf. 
also G5: the divine falcon;42 cf. also C11 & C78: the 
divinity of eternity; C40: the falcon–headed spirits 
of Nekhen; C257: a hawk–headed deity standing in 

(Fig. 8) Symbolic representation of the solar god as a divine 
infant encircled by the ouroboros, standing on the double–lion 
horizon god Aker. Two hands are protecting the solar youth. The 
ouroboros symbolizes the regenerating power of non–existence of 
the void (vacuum) encircling the Cosmos (see hornung, 21996: 
164, 271). From the funerary papyrus of Hor–ouben (@r-wbn) 
at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (XXI Dynasty). 

C200                      C314

(Fig. 7) The hieroglyphic signs C200 and C314. 
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adoration). He kneels with his left knee on the earth 
(where his left leg and foot are also based), having his 
right thigh benched towards up and standing with his 
right leg and foot (shown vertically relatively to the 
ground). With both arms opened and parallel to the 
ground, and with forearms upraised, he supports the 
sky–goddess; he approaches his right palm near her 
mouth (the cosmographic point, where the Sun was 
devoured by her each evening), while he approaches 
his left palm near the uterus of the goddess (the 
cosmographic point where the Sun was born every 
morning). The symbolism here is a cosmic metaphor: 
Horus, a sky–god as well as the son and husband 
of Hathor/Nūt (according to the Dendara theology 
[see Fig. 9]) acts like showing to the spectators the 
principal points of the Sun’s daily birth and virtual 
death, found on the body of the sky–goddess. In the 
case of C314 there is a resemblance to C199 as to 
the way of the depiction of the body of the arched 
sky–god dess; though, her body is represented longer, 

maybe for reasons of æsthetic convenience, in order 
that there is enough space for the animal drawn 
between her forearms/palms and legs/feet. Actually 
this animal is a recumbent lion with twisted tail 
that rests on the ground (E23; cf. also E23A),43 thus 
evoking the double lion Aker, god of the horizon and 
guardian to the gates of the Netherworld [see Fig. 8, 
10]. Here only the lion facing left (towards the mouth 
of the sky–goddess), hence towards West is depicted. 
This is either due to the lack of space, or (possibly) 
to the effect that it denotes a cosmic meta phor full 
of optimism and hope: the daily resurrection of the 
Sun from the Netherworld and his eternal exit from 
the horizon, in order to illumine the sky and the 
humans upon the Earth, always precedes the sun–rise, 
just as before every sunrise there is always a sunset 
at the West. Alternatively, it could symbolize the di-
urnal trip of the Sun from East to West. Actually, 
there is a very ancient hieroglyph (already attested 
in the PT44, na mely N15: . We think that this 
very hieroglyph45 defines the Netherworld (_wAt) 
as the enclo sure par ex cellence, the ex tra–spatial and 
probably extra–temporal locus where even the stars 
are confined during their periods of invisibility (pre-
ceding their heliacal risings). Finally, we do note that 

(Fig. 9) The circular zodiac from the temple of Hathor at Dendara 
(original kept at Musée du Louvre). Pairs of falcon–headed Horuses 
are supporting the heavenly sphere, in an Atlas–like manner, 
together with Isis–Hathor. The most important asterisms and 
decans, together with the zodiacal constellations are also depicted 
(c. 50 BCE) [see also Dendara X2, 1997: pl. X-60]. 

(Fig. 10) Detail from the NK funerary papyrus of the Book of the 
Dead (of Any, EA 10470, c. 1250 BCE), showing the double–lion 
of Aker, as the horizon god (observe the Axt–hieroglyph under the 
pt–hieroglyph).The right lion looks to the West, hence towards 
yesterday (sf) and death, while the left lion stares towards the 
East, hence towards tomorrow (dwAw) and the resurrection.
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the hiero glyphic sign C200 is met in the temple of 
Edfou46 with the phonetic value pt.47

III. Discussion and Conclusions
According to the ancient Egyptian ideas, as 

they are met in the Book of the Celestial Cow,48 the 
articulation of time started as soon as Shū uplifted his 
daughter Nūt, thus separating her from her husband 
and brother Geb.49 The semantics of this fact are 
explicitly astronomical: since the Sky was separated 
from the Earth and the light illumined the terrestrial 
atmosphere,50 the virtual cosmic scenery was ready, in 
order that the time should be measurable. It is evident 
that the order created by the uplifting of Nūt implies 
that the celestial bodies (stars, planets, Sun and Moon), 
which consist of the principal calendrical sources, 
should be visible and usable in order to calculate 

(Fig. 12) Detail from the rectangular zodiac in the temple of Hathor at Dendara (c. 50 BCE). We observe the legs and feet of the 
goddess, as well as the birth of the Sun near her genitals, from the disc of whom bright solar rays are emitted, in order to illumine the 
cow–like head of Hathor, as well as the asterisms and the Earth beneath the celestial vault. 

(Fig. 11) Detail from the astronomical ceiling in the tomb of 
Ramesses VI (KV9, c. 1151-1143 BCE), showing the face of 
Nūt in the early evening, just before she devours the Sun who 
will enter the _wAt for his nocturnal journey. The oceanic waters 
of the primeval Abyss (Nwn) are also visible. A parallel band of 
them, whereon the Sun navigates in the firmament, looks like 
virtual ‘solar rays’.
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time, offering a double primeval glimpse at both: the 
periodicity of Nature and heavenly phenomena and also 
the irreversible passing of time (hora ruit). Cosmological 
time is but the visible and measurable product of the 
astral cycles and of the harmony that per sists throughout 
the fi rmament; it flows unceasingly, becoming tangible 
for humankind as an archetypal time between the Earth 
and Heavens, between the ground of mortals and the 
celestial sphere.51 This no tion is symbolically expressed 
by the late hieroglyphic signs we are studying in this 
article, especially by C203 and C204. These show the 
celestial goddess arching her body over the Earth (tA) 
and between the for mer and the latter either a scarab 
(xprr) or the radiating Sun (wbn) with the divine solar 
child (reborn anew every day) are depicted.52 This 
divine youth (Hwn nTry), the solar stripling and the heir 
of eternity (iwaw nHH) reminds us of several hymns to 
the solar God Rē‘,53 where similar words are used, in 
order to de scribe the perpetual regenerative power 
of the Sun, one of the most important astronomical 
archetypes for the Egyptians of Antiquity. On a door–
jamb of the tomb of Pharaoh Horemheb (@r-m-Hb, c. 
1319-1307 BCE) there is a hymn to the Sun, a verse of 
which is characteristic:54 ‘Hwn ntry, iwaw nHH’(= [the] 
divine stripling, the heir of eternity). In the Coffin Texts 
there are instances of similar phraseology, describing 
the union of the deceased with the solar god and his 
inheritance of everlastingness:55 ‘[…] pr.kwi r pt Hrt nt 

Ra […] sanx.n.i Ra […] anx Ra im.i ra-nb […] nbt-nHH, 

nbt Drw pt […] ink iwaw nHH, sbi.n.i Dt!’ ([…] I have 
ascended to the Upper Sky of Rē‘ […] I have nourished Rē‘ 
[…] Rē‘ lives in me every day […] the Mistress of eternity, 
the Mistress of the limits of the sky […] I am the heir of 
eternity, I have passed everlastingness!). In the Book of 
the Dead there are also several instances, where similar 
ideas are found. In the papyrus of Nakht at the British 
Museum it is said of the solar god Rē‘:56 ‘nfr.ti, rnp tri.ti 

m itn, m-Xnw a mwt.k @wt-@r’ (= thou hast become fair, 
thou hast become young in [thy] season, in the solar disc, 

in the hand of thy mother Hathor).57 Hence, the Sun 
is considered as the divine and everlasting youth,58 
the regenerator of everything (see Fig. 8), whose 
eternal path is situated on the sky, on the body of 
‘his’ mother Nūt. In the Orphic Hymns the significant 
role of the Sun in the cos mic scene is denoted by his 
characterization as the indicator (σημάντωρ) of fine 
(lit.: good) deeds (ἔργα ἀγαθά); similarly, the Sun is the 
eternally young stripling (κοῦρος), who is nourishing 
the yearly sea sons (ὡροτρόφος).59 Thus, the Sun is 
considered as the virtual cosmic clock that eternally 
marks the sea sons and offers a ca lendrical context in 
human life.60 Finally, the idea of suppor ting the sky, 
inherent in the hie ro glyphic sign C200, is reminiscent 
of the archetype of Atlas (see Fig. 13). There are more 
cases of similar hieroglyphic signs, like those of the 
A121 group, one of which (namely A121C) is used 
for the cryptic writing of the name of god Ptah as
PtH.61 These present the idea of a divine power that 
sup ports the fir mament, as also does the hieroglyphic 
sign  B58 that shows a female (divinity?) up lifting 
the sky.62 

Hence, the role of the sky, as it was personified by 
Nūt,63 was critical for the visualization of time and for 
the notions of eternity as they were conceived by the 
ancient Egyptians. She was considered as the divine 
separator of the visible from the invisible, of the 
tangible world from the metaphysical realm, of the 
celestial sphere from the unfathomable chaos of Nūn, 
of the extra–cosmic worlds from the mundane space, 
of the above from the below, of the cosmological time 
from the archetypal time and from ever lastingness, 
being at the same time the very recipient of eternity 
and the archetypal scenery for all the celestial 
phenomena. Paintings and reliefs depicting Nūt can 
be considered as virtually macroscopic hieroglyphs, 
that concisely incorporate a whole cosmovision and 
a complete cosmography in them selves. They show 
explicitly the pre–scientifi c, yet intuitive, approach 
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of the ancient Egyptian mind that could express and 
communicate important notions based on archetypes 
and mythological schemes. Each and every one of the 
hieroglyphic signs studied here is a virtual microcosm 
expressing a natural truth: the celestial expanses 
(personified by Nūt) are overlooking everything from 
above; the sky is the carrier of the Sun (whose return 
is non ceasing), and of other astral bodies (whose 
heliacal risings remind of their power over decay); the 
eternal periodical cycle of settings and risings under 
the heavens invokes the expected immortality of 
the soul and the recurrence of life patterns in sæcula 
sæculorum. 

In the course of time the ancient Egyptian 
Hieroglyphic Writing was substantially trans for med, 
as is the case for every other scripture, due to various 
socio–cultural and linguistic reasons. Even tually new 
signs came into use or were devised, based on more 
ancient archetypes, whose very con ception was an out-
come of the imme diate ambience of the Egyptians. 
Some of them fea ture a clear cosmovisional meaning 
and their symbo lism is related to either astro nomical 
or cos mo graphic notions. As each hieroglyph (pho no -
grams, but mainly semo grams and taxo grams) was the 
carrier of some appropriate semantics, similar was also 
the ca se for these ‘cos mo vi sio nal’ hieroglyphs. In this 
article an attempt was made to study their evolu tion 
and significance, starting from a certain group of signs 
(namely C199-C204, C296-C297 & C314). The 
evolution and gradual change in the depictions of Nūt 
since the NK royal tombs (see Fig. 1, 11) down to the 
Ptolemaic Period (see Fig. 2, 12) is evident; however, 
the hieroglyphic signs studied here in cor porate the 
whole volume of astronomical and cosmovisional 
semantics (dated from even earlier eras) and consist 
of virtual ancient mini ‘databases’, reviewing the basic 
semantics of the celestial god dess and the relation 
of the sky to common astronomical phenomena. 
The example of these hiero glyphs [espe cially of that 

(Fig. 13) The Farnese Atlas is a stone statue depicting the Titan 
Atlas holding up a celestial globe. Acquired by Cardinal Alessandro 
Farnese in the early 16th century, now is at the Museo Nazionale 
Archeolo gico in Naples. It is probably a Roman copy, made at c. 
150 CE, of a Hellenic original dat ing from 200 BCE.
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depicting Nūt with a scarab (xprr), perso ni fication of 
the newly born morning Sun, and/or a divine baby/
youth (Hwn nTry) between her and the earth, car rying 
also a certain solar sym bo lism] was examined and 
their astro no mical and cosmo gra phic se mantics were 
studied. Although these were signs mainly used at a 
later period, they do contain several notions that date 
—as already stated— since many centuries earlier. So-
me remarks on their æsthe tic appearance and their sub-
se quent calli gra phic function were also gi ven. We con-
clu de that these signs, their form and their meaning 
being always deeply inter laced, present us with vivid 
paradigms of how im por tant astro no mi cal and cos-
mo vi sional no tions (that were also discussed here) 
can be com mu nicated through the vehicle of rebus 
and sym  bolic writing, al though in a pre–scientific 
level. Our study has shown that the Egyptians, using 
certain hiero glyphic signs to express specific (let’s say 
cosmographic or cosmovisional) ideas, could —at least 
in prin ci ple— profit from the physical appearance 
of these very signs, in order to evoke concomitant 
(let’s say purely astronomical) notions dependent 
(e.g.: C200, C203, C204, C296, C297) or even 
independent and having a metaphorical sense of their 
initial pho netic va lues (e.g.: C199, C199A, C314). 
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it would be interesting to be compared with some similar 
motifs found in temple reliefs and altars (see Wilkinson, 
Reading Egyptian Art, 126-27 & fig. 1, 3). 

63 For more depictions of Nūt in a cosmographic context 
(dating from various periods), that could be compared 
—mutatis mutandis— to the hieroglyphic signs studied 
here, see EAT III (plates), 1969: pls. 16 (~ C199), 26 (~ 
C204, C296, C297), 28 (~ C296), 38 (~ C199, C199A), 
39 (~ C200), 40 (~ C199, C199A, C201, C202), 50 
(~ C204, C296, C297). The representations of Nūt in 
various royal tombs of the NK could also be compared 
—mutatis mutandis— to some of the hieroglyphic signs 
examined here. Hence sign C200 could be compared to 
the image of Nūt in the tomb of Ramesses IV (KV2); 
signs C199, C296 and C297 could be compared to the 
images of Nūt in the tombs of Ramesses VI (KV9) and 
Ramesses IX (KV6), & c. (cf. also , Maravelia, ‘Cosmic 
Space and Archetypal Time, GM 197, 59-66. The 
depiction of the body of Nūt in Fig. 2 (supra) reminds of 
some of the hieroglyphic signs studied here (e.g.: C200); 
cf. also Daumas ‘Sur trois représentations de Nout à 
Dendara’, ASAE 51, 373-400 & pls. IA-IB. Finally, cf. the 
representations of Nūt in Dendara X2, 1997: pls X-60, 
X-86, X-144, X-204, X-235, X-260, X-283, & c. 


